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This election year seems unique in one outstanding way. It seems
to have dawned on all “liberty seekers” at the same time that one rich
resource of voters lies in what is estimated as twenty-six million
church goers who haven't been voting in the last elections. As long as
“evangelicals” stayed out of the voter booth they could be ignored by
any and all candidates and any and all parties. There is a pending
threat that these silent values voters will break their record this year
and begin to understand the power they actually have through their
ballot. As PCOs we can make a difference with these dismal voting
records. Some church goers aren't registered to vote and some seem
to be waiting for their Lord to return before they find a perfect
candidate to spend their vote upon. Either problem can be overcome,
but if you belong to a church it may be incumbent upon you to stir up
some interest. If that's you, talk to your pastor about the problem.
Encouragement to register is a non-partisan activity and most pastors
and boards are pleased to encourage it.
According to the Family Policy Institute of Washington it would
only take 6 additional voters from EACH church to make a difference
in election outcomes. July and September are the months to move
your local church forward, if you have one, towards a voter's
registration drive. July 25 is the deadline for registration if you hope
to vote in the August Primary. Make sure that voter registration
pages are available in the church office and arrange for a table in the
entry-way with registration forms available. Personally passing on
registration forms is always welcome.
If you are not a church goer, you know people who are. There are
voter's guides put out by many organizations that are acceptably nonpartisan to be used within the church walls or at job sites.
Christian Voter Guide is a .com site which makes available national
voters guides from many sources: Wall Builders, American Family
Association, Priests For Life, Christian Coalition, Ballotpedia, and
Vision America. The Heritage Foundation Congressional Scorecard
is an excellent resource to review how your national legislator has
been voting. In short we can all play a part in encouraging a better
voter turnout while we are at work and/or play.
For pastors and church board members who might be confused that
the realm of politics threatens their non-profit religious standing,
there is a helpful site with information to clarify issues and give
guidelines at The National Center for Law and Policy.
They will
also answer specific questions if requested not including legal
questions. For in-state, non-partisan voters guide ask Victor Morris
(victor.morris@frontier.com) about the Family Policy Institute of
Washington's Voters guide. It is usable within the church.
Vote Smart is a place you can find a good synopsis of Trump's and
Clinton's policies presented in a uniform format. When you get to the
website, type in the name of the candidate you want to find
information about.
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For those of you who have Christian friends who may be reluctant
voters here is an analysis of candidates done from a Biblical
perspective, comparing Trump and Clinton.
Bill Perkins of
Compass International Ministries put this chart together. Using the
Scripture noted as the basis for evaluating the political positions of
presumed presidential candidates, he evaluated how strongly each of
them reaches the Biblical goal. You and I may disagree on his
analysis in scoring but the example demonstrates to the curious a
good approach to deciding how to vote as well as emphasizes how
important it is to vote. With it you can't help but conclude with Bill,
“The bottom line for me personally is that I love the Constitution
more than I dislike Trump's antics and ego. He will attempt to change
the direction of this nation. Clinton won't. With Trump we have a
chance. With Clinton we have no chance.”
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This issue is important enough that Trump agreed to a meeting with
evangelical leaders on June 10th. Originally, the organizers expected
to get a hundred people together to question Trump and he agreed to
a 20 minute session of give and take. But the meeting grew into a
gathering of a thousand people and Trump gave them 90 minutes.
According to Don Nori "People had a lot to say to him, a lot of
advice, (but) it was not a pep rally for Donald Trump."

“If I could have entertained the slightest
apprehension that the Constitution
framed in the Convention where I had the
honor to preside might possibly endanger
the religious rights of any ecclesiastical
society, certainly I would never have
placed my signature on it.”
George Washington
From the National Center for Law & Policy

Calendar

Central Committee Meeting – July 7 at 7:00 p.m.
Benton PUD, on 10th and Hwy 395

A wise man fears and departs from evil, But a fool rages and is self-confident. (Proverbs 14:16)
Intellectuals solve problems; geniuses prevent them.

Abortion has become more of an “in your face” issue this election
than ever before now that people understand it is their tax money that
is not only paying for killing babies, but offering their “just a blob of
tissue” body parts for sale as human body parts. Both Trump and
Clinton have made strong statements about abortion, and they are on
opposite sides of the fence. This makes the issue quite relevant for
this election.

Any takers?

From Capitol Research, in their bulletin “Foundation Watch,” comes:
“The Joyce Foundation of Chicago, which used to have Barack
Obama on its board, is one of the philanthropies underwriting a farleft community organizing outfit called Ohio Citizen Action that is
recruiting paid agitators to disrupt the GOP convention in Cleveland
Number of American Deaths by...
this summer. The group is running ads in Cleveland seeking
Abortion – 56,662,169
progressive activists to take part in “grassroots campaigns to protect
Total, major wars – 471,576
the health, economy, environment, and livelihood of Ohio
communities,” and thereby “Change the World and GET PAID . . .
$80/day” (Downtown Cleveland). Hans von Spakovsky, a senior
legal fellow at the Heritage Foundation, quips, “Getting paid to
Data Sources:
participate in a supposedly 'grassroots' campaign is a contradiction
Wars, Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States_military_casualties_of_war in terms.”
Abortion, various sources. Guttmacher Institute gives a total of roughly
50 million (+ or – 3%) legal abortions since 1973 in the Wikipedia
article at: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abortion_in_the_United_States
Now justice is further being turned on its head as David Daleiden,
the man who publicized what has been normal business practices for
Planned Parenthood operations in the selling of human body parts, is
being accused of racketeering! Suits against David are happening not
once, but simultaneously three times over, and Obama wants his own
Department of Justice to get involved on top of the others. These are
civil lawsuits, but on top of them in Harris County, Texas, the District
Attorney’s Office has gotten involved in a criminal case against
David. Of course this case will be tainted by the fact that the
Assistant District Attorney is a board member at Planned Parenthood.
In normal times getting involved in the sale of illegal products leaves
a person with the obligation to report such serious crimes to
public authorities.
If you need more information on the importance of changing out this administration for a Constitutionally supported government, get an
updated economic lesson from FRED Economic Data, compiled and published by the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis.
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